
have read about it in medical periodicals, but the technologies and associated bacteriological
understandings only very slowly came to influence patient care.

Gendered divisions in knowledge acquisition and clinical practice posed another category of
obstacles. Hanley’s chapters on nurses and midwives contribute much to the study of venereal
diseases, revealing the experiences of often overlooked historical actors. She blames sexism and
doctors’ fears over loss of professional territory for attempts to deny nurses access to certain
bodies of knowledge. Midwives, for instance, received training in basic mechanical procedures
such as washing infants’ faces and administering silver nitrate as treatment, but they were denied
material thatwouldgive themthe theoretical knowledgeofophthalmianeonatorumor the specifics
of the chemical compounds in use. Neither nurses normidwives couldmake diagnoses or take any
steps that might suggest themselves as alternative experts in medical care. Hanley also extends her
work to findings about thegenderof thepatients, noting that doctors caredmore about limiting the
knowledge and practice of nurses who cared for working-class men with venereal infections than
they did about restricting midwives who tended to see women and infants.

For the most part, Hanley concentrates on the knowledge and experience of medical care-
givers. She tells us what doctors learned in undergraduate and postgraduate curricula, what
nurses were told in manuals, what skills doctors had or lacked in relation to various technolo-
gies, and what procedures nurses could or could not perform. Yet, implicitly and through her
well-placed anecdotes, she reveals questions about the related matter of the circulation of
knowledge among patients. For instance, a patient with venereal infection inquired of a
doctor whether and when he could be married. In another example, one of the testimonies
given before the Royal Commission on Venereal Disease recounted a woman whose doctor
withheld the details of her diagnosis, frustrating both the patient and the nurse. The nurse’s
testimony, which expressed her firm belief that women had a right to know if they were suf-
fering from a venereal disease, explained how she had taken the patient to another doctor
whom she knew would give her answers. Hanley opens the door here for other scholars to
investigate just what various sufferers of venereal diseases knew about their conditions or asso-
ciated treatment options and how they came to know it.

Similarly, Hanley’s significant contribution to our understanding of the development of
knowledge of and treatment practice for venereal disease in England lays the groundwork
for further studies of medical education, knowledge circulation, and implementation of tech-
nologies relative to other diseases in other contexts. Indeed, work building on Hanley’s frame-
work will not only help us understand the histories of other diseases or health care systems in
other places or periods but also shed light back on venereology itself. With such work we
might learn just how haphazard and opportunistic was the circulation of knowledge and use
of technologies for venereal disease relative to the knowledge and skills associated with, for
instance, cholera or typhoid. Likewise, we could learn just how peculiar to venereal diseases
or to England were the gendered restrictions on theoretical knowledge and diagnostic skills.

Pamela J. Maddock
University of Sydney
pamela.maddock@sydney.edu.au

NATHAN K. HENSLEY. Forms of Empire: The Poetics of Victorian Sovereignty. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2017. Pp. 320. $90.00 (cloth).
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Forms of Empire: The Poetics of Victorian Sovereignty is concerned with the ways Victorian liter-
ature, broadly construed, addressed the troubling intimacy of liberal ideology with force and
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violence. Nathan Hensley draws upon, among many other things, Walter Benjamin’s notion of
the “mythic violence” that destroys one social order and founds another, a violence that
remains in potential during the seemingly peaceful duration of the new order and flares out
among those not covered by the order’s law (71–72). He reads texts by George Eliot,
Wilkie Collins, Algernon Swinburne, H. Rider Haggard, and others as rejecting progressivist
narratives of historical evolution such as J. S. Mill’s and Henry Maine’s, according to which
humanity (in some societies) exchanges savagery for civilization, force for right, status for con-
tract, submission for consent. Each of the writers studied uses the properties, the limitations
and “affordances,” of her particular form to stage the inevitable shadowing of liberalism’s
law by “the raw, extralegal force that authorizes any regime of legality” (42). Hensley calls
upon an impressive range of pertinent primary and secondary texts, ranging from political
theory to poetry, prose fiction to philosophical logic and geology, not to mention works in
other media such as photographs, manuscripts, cartoons, and sketches. Well written, bracingly
argued, replete with insights, the book is a significant achievement. It is not perfect: there are a
number of glitches, such as an incorrect title for Max Weber’s most famous book, a missing
entry among the works cited, and serious overuse of the word disclose to name what texts
do. These are minor, if distracting, matters. Of greater weight is the matter I address at the
close of this review, arising from the strength of Hensley’s devotion of the critique of Enlight-
enment. If you retain even a heavily qualified appreciation for ideas associated with Enlight-
enment liberalism, you are in for a rough time.

After its thoughtful introduction, Forms of Empire is organized into two parts, “Equipoise”
(on the British domestic scene) and “And Elsewhere” (overseas). Chapter 1, “Time and Vio-
lence in the Age of Equipoise,” works through Mill and Maine along with Lyell’s gradualist
geology, moving on to a reading of Eliot’s The Mill on the Floss (1860) that features an illumi-
nating close analysis of the novel’s controversial conclusion and its temporal framing. Writing of
the flood scene that has offended many readers as a monstrous improbability, Hensley reads the
not-quite-described deaths of Tom and Maggie as “a transcoded revolutionary event” deliber-
ately rupturing the domestic realism preceding it, an instance of Benjamin’s “mythic,” epoch-
making violence. Chapter 2, “Reform Fiction’s Logic of Belonging,” begins with responses
to the Census of 1841 and with Mill’s attempts to explain induction in his System of Logic
(1843), examining the “departicularizing” violence that, in the first, converts people into
numbers and, in the second, turns single cases into instances of a generalization. The chapter
also considers the violence of “abandonment” whereby political or logical systems “extroject”
some from inclusion in the rights-bearing populace or set. In a variation on the Wildean
quip, Hensley observes that “the only thing worse than counting is not to count at all” (90).
This second chapter then treats Collins’s Armadale as “tracing connections between an older
circumatlantic slavery and a newer, equally violent cosmopolitanism (personified in Lydia
Gwilt)” (113)—connections that put paid to the progressivists’ historical optimism.

In chapter 3, Hensley puts forward perhaps his boldest argument. “Form and Excess,
Morant Bay and Swinburne” does not merely offer a bravura reading of Swinburne’s seem-
ingly apolitical, aestheticist early verse as “political thought enacted in form” (139); it offers
striking, updated reflection on the abiding question of method (Morant Bay = base/history;
Swinburne = superstructure/culture). Along the way, the chapter reads James Fitzjames Ste-
phen’s rejoinders to Mill and Maine: “Stephen saw in theory what the practice of martial
law [such as unleashed in Jamaica] made concrete: that the brute force on the world
system’s periphery was no ‘accidental disturbance[e] of right theory’ … but the necessary pre-
condition of the mid-Victorian global order” (172). This vision Swinburne encoded in verse,
“exploit[ing] the affordances of the poetic medium to stage the seemingly self-contradictory
involvement of legality and atrocity as a generative friction between form and content”
(184). Finally, chapter 4, “The Philosophy of Romance Form,” focuses on the losing side of
the “realism wars” of the late nineteenth century, that side represented by H. Rider
Haggard and his promoter, the polymath Andrew Lang. Where William Dean Howells and
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Henry James “translat[ed] the cognitive dispensation of individualized, interiorized modernity
into fictional form” (208), Lang and Haggard preferred a fictional world rigorously external-
ized (on the model of Homer), organized on romance principles. Hensley reads Haggard’s
King Solomon’s Mines as “disclos[ing] a secret compact between the moral discourse of
liberal nation-building [in the colonies] … and a visceral exultation in death,” refusing to
prize apart the supposedly ameliorative and violently expropriative aspects of liberal empire.
The chapter concludes, as of necessity, with Robert Louis Stevenson’s Jekyll and Hyde
(1886), literature’s most famous two-in-one, for Hensley the dialectical image reminding us
that modern liberal reason and lawfulness and atavistic, epic violence “are two names for the
same thing” (241).

As I have suggested, Hensley’s book exhibits considerable self-awareness about method. Its
originality does not lie in its attitude of suspicion toward the now routinely abused “hermeneu-
tics of suspicion” in which “historical texts are cast as symptoms of a cultural or political con-
dition that later literary critics … might diagnose in a heroic mode” (19). The originality
emerges from Hensley’s perception that the habit of seeing texts as “naively ideological”
and critics as diagnosticians “recapitulates the idealist progressivism” he examines in the
book (11): critic and liberal subject alike purport to have attained distanced perspective on
the condition text and preliberal subject inertly manifest. Instead, Hensley proposes a critical
prosopopoeia, regarding his objects of study as actively engaged in putting the affordances of
their various forms to work “to generate concepts in excess of the ideological inputs that pro-
duced them” (19). This emphasis on the active labor of form accounts for the “poetics” in the
book’s subtitle: with regard to both the materials studied and the study itself, the goal is “to
recover the poetic as a category of knowledge-making” (129). The book effectively demon-
strates that “literature does not recapitulate thought; it is itself thought” (83).

Yet Hensley is not immune from condescension toward the past. For the hermeneutics of
suspicion’s oblivious historical text, he substitutes other benighted figures, chiefly all those Vic-
torian proponents of liberalism who failed to see the brutality supposedly inscribed in their
cause, but also including recent critics who have had anything good to say about liberal
ideas. Amanda Anderson is dismissed in a sneering footnote, and a further footnote character-
izes those who participated in the revaluation of such concepts as critical distance, detachment,
or reflective agency as “the ideological forward wing… of themilitarized neoliberalism” emerg-
ing in the George W. Bush years. “[T]he polemical reanimation of the Enlightenment’s concep-
tual legacies,” we read, “showed how fully critical practice could be coopted by what Edward
Said calls ‘the realities of power and authority’ that it is the office of criticism to contest”
(273–74). This “polemical reanimation” turns the scholars Hensley scorns into Frankensteins
resurrecting a wicked liberalism that ought to have stayed in its tomb, preferably with a stake
through its heart. At the risk of being counted among the imperialist stooges, I will conclude
by saying that I dislike these illiberal remarks, which mar an otherwise commendable book.

James Buzard
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
jmbuzard@mit.edu
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Campaigns for international human rights represent a vibrant part of the social activism land-
scape in Britain. Established nongovernmental organizations, or NGOs, such as Amnesty
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